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a repository). Some publishers require embargo 
period (time delay). Check your journal guidelines

Determined by type of creative commons 
licence

Authors have the right to use articles for range of 
purposes. Open versions should have user licence 
attached, e.g. CC-BY-NC-ND

Typically funded by payment of an article 
processing charge (APC)

No fee

Publish in a hybrid journal (subscription journal 
which accepts OA) or publish in an OA journal

Check your journal guidelines. Typically publish and 
then self-archive in a repository
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OA article

Only for non OA content



Year No. of Gold OA 
publications 
globally

2015 663,489

2016 780,531

2017 959,176

2018 1,157,049

2019 1,435,058

2020 1,637,019





OA articles receive 30-50% more 

citations than their non-OA equivalents

Freely available online globally, 

allowing anyone, anywhere to find, 

read, and benefit from research. 
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I chose Open Access for this paper 
because my institution (the 
University of California) covered the 
full APC. I did not have grant or 
research funds otherwise available 
to cover the fees, and so without the 
university's subsidy I would not have 
been able to choose open access for 
financial reasons.

All was very smooth, both 
on Cambridge's and my 
institution's end: 
Cambridge informed me of 
the agreement with my 
university, and the library 
helped me choose the 
license. All was settled via 
email within an hour or so.

I chose Open Access for this paper because my 
institution (the University of California) covered 
the full APC. I did not have grant or research 
funds otherwise available to cover the fees, and 
so without the university's subsidy I would not 
have been able to choose open access for 
financial reasons.

I find OA great for the academic community -particularly for 
researchers and enthusiasts without institutional affiliation. It 

enables them to access articles behind paywall.

I am very pleased with 
my Open Access 
experience. It enabled 
my article to be read 
more widely, especially 
in the Global South. 
This is essential for the 
free and open 
exchange of knowledge 
production.

I want policy makers to read my 

work – they don't buy 

subscriptions.






